Modern industry is fast, convenient, collaborative, and cloud-based—so move beyond the slow, vulnerable legacy systems that put your business at risk of falling behind. The powerful new ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise enables users across industries to stay focused and on task. Delivering more secure and manageable cloud-based Chrome computing for every business, the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise minimizes downtime and maximizes productivity.

This compact Tiny desktop is huge on versatility and customization. Perfect for deskbound efficiency, users can expand their workspace with multiple displays to power through intense tasks. Or mount the adaptable ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise to enable boundless performance in a kiosk environment, at a nursing station, or within a call center.

Empower your business—and employees—with the cloud-computing performance of ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise. It’s the new definition of desktop.
ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise

POWERHOUSE CLOUD COMPUTING
With the intense power of up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processors, plus inspiring graphic capability and the cloud-based ChromeOS operating system, this latest Chromebox from Lenovo optimizes data-heavy workloads and accelerates VDI. Combining its adaptable tiny form factor, scalability, and multiple-screen capability, the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise is engineered for efficient productivity.

ENTERPRISE-READY SECURITY
Lenovo ThinkShield and the Google-designed Titan C Chip combine to create an unbeatable combination for unyielding security. Because the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise runs on ChromeOS, cloud-based security capabilities keep your business safe with seamless automatic updates and protection against evolving threats, with features like safe browsing, sandboxing, and verified boot.

IMPRESSIVE VERSATILITY
The 1L compact design of this high-performance desktop easily mounts behind monitors, on the wall, or on mobile carts or kiosks. No matter how constrained deskspace might be, the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise never limits productivity. The DP, HDMI, and USB Type-C ports allow for workspace extension of up to 4 additional displays—expanding workday potential for every user.

cloud performance
ChromeOS is a cloud-first operating system that provides businesses with a modern experience for uninterrupted productivity, built-in security, fast deployment, and reduced TCO. Because updates automatically happen in the background while the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise is being used, there’s never any downtime.

A Chromebox Enterprise device unlocks the built-in business capabilities of ChromeOS devices, enabling IT to power, manage, and secure the cloud workplace. With zero-touch deployment, scalable cloud-based management, and 24/7 support, Chrome Enterprise allows IT to focus on business innovation and the bottom line.

environmental diligence
The ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise supports Lenovo’s commitment to sustainability. In fact, 100% of ThinkCentre models released after 2019 contain closed-loop post-consumer recycled plastic. And by 2025, 90% of plastic packaging by weight for Lenovo PC products will be made from recycled materials.

ChromeOS devices consume as much as 46% less energy than comparable competitor devices.¹ The cloud-first platform continuously improves to become more sustainable over time, resulting in lower overall device carbon footprint. And with the power management capabilities of ChromeOS, the ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise delivers efficient charging and optimizes device performance.

¹ Source: Determining end user computing device Scope 2 GHG emissions with accurate use phase energy consumption measurement, 2020
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**Services**

Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of end-to-end services to support and protect your investment—so you can focus on the job at hand, not IT.

**PREMIER SUPPORT**

As IT budgets contract, you need to reduce complexity, decrease operational costs, and find ways to increase efficiency from your in-house IT support teams. Lenovo™ Premier Support manages routine support tasks, freeing IT focus on strategic efforts that move the organization forward. Boost end-user productivity and limit downtime with direct access to elite Lenovo engineers who provide unscripted, advanced hardware and software support.

**CO₂ OFFSET SERVICE**

As the first in the industry, Lenovo offers this certification service to customers who wish to purchase their PC products CO₂-compensated over the device’s lifecycle. Included in the hardware transaction, CO₂ compensation is based on realistic emission by product, covering production, shipment, and typical usage cycle (5 years). This service proactively supports reduction of CO₂ emitted in the atmosphere and compensates for environmental impact of business operations.

**ChromeOS ZERO-TOUCH ENROLLMENT**

Get the right devices to employees while securing endpoints, surfacing new cloud-based tools, and managing overburdened help desks. Zero-touch enrollment from Lenovo and Google allows remote deployment and auto-enrollment, shipping devices ship directly to users.

**Accessories**

**ThinkCentre Tiny VI Stand**

This innovative, elegant stand is designed with a small dip angle in front for ease of use. The Vertical Stand also minimizes vibration and noise while maximizing thermal performance.

**ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II**

The ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II is uniquely designed to house the Tiny PC. This versatile mount device can be used separately or combined with other options for a secure mounting functionality.

**ThinkCentre Tiny Clamp Bracket Mounting Kit II**

This new mounting solution provides an efficient and secure monitor mounting solution for your Tiny PC. To complete this solution the ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II is required to mount the Tiny PC to the Clamp bracket, and Power Cage II is required to mount the Power adapter of the Tiny PC.
ThinkCentre Tiny Sandwich Kit II
The Tiny Sandwich kit enables more desktop and floor space while providing a secure solution to protect your Tiny PC. Constructed of high-grade steel and mounting easily with screws, this solution has open architecture for easy access to various ports and control buttons of your ThinkCentre Tiny PC.

ThinkCentre Tiny Power Cage II
ThinkCentre Tiny Power Cage II is a mounting solution that provides an efficient and secure power adapter mounting solution for your Tiny PC. Completing this solution requires the ThinkCentre Tiny Sandwich Kit II or the Tiny VESA Mount II.

ThinkCentre M60q Chromebox Enterprise

performance
PROCESSOR
Up to 12th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processors

OPERATING SYSTEM
ChromeOS

MEMORY
Up to 2 DDR4 SODIMM 3200MHz

PSU
90W 89%, 65W 89%

design
EOU
Yes (Open chassis)

DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)
178 x 34 x 182 mm / 7 x 1.33 x 7.16 in

WEIGHT
1.07 kg / 2.35 lb

MIL-STD-810H
Yes

security
ChromeOS security
H1 chip
Kensington™ Lock

wi-fi
Intel Wi-Fi 6E 2x2AX
Bluetooth® 5.0

connectivity
FRONT PORTS
2x USB 3.2 Gen 2
1x USB-C (USB 3.2 Gen 2, DP1.4)
1x Audio Combo

REAR PORTS
4x USB 3.2 Gen 1
1x HDMI 2.0
1x DP 1.4
1x Flex IO (DP/HDMI)
1x LAN (1G)

M.2 SLOT
1x M.2 SSD (PCIe Gen 4)
1x M.2 Wi-Fi

manageability
Support up to 4 monitors

green certifications
Energy Star® 8.0
EPEAT™ Gold¹

¹Varies by configuration.